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Henry Monty Montague was born and beeched as a gentleman, but he was never one to be tamed. The best boarding schools in England and the constant disapproval of his father were unable to curb any of his roguish passions–not for gambling halls, late nights spent with a bottle of spirits, or waking up in the arms of women or men. But as Monty embarks on his spectacular
tour of Europe, his quest for a life full of joy and vice is in danger of coming to an end. Not only does his father expect him to take over the family property upon his return, but Monty is also nursing an impossible crush on his best friend and traveling companion, Percy. It's still not in Monty's nature to give up. Even with his younger sister Felicity, in towables, he promises to escape
the final hedonist hurrah this year and flirt with Percy from Paris to Rome. But when one of Monty's reckless decisions turns their way abroad into a gruesome hunt that stretches across Europe, he questions everything he knows, including his relationship with the boy he adores. Witty, romantic and interesting at every turn, Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue is a sumptuous
romp that explores the undeniably fine lines between friendship and love. Praise for the gentleman's guide to vice and virtue!  Kirkus Prize nominee with five star reviews! New York Times bestseller! 2018 Audi Prize® best male presenter! Named one of the best books of 2017 NPR and the New York Public Library! Queer teen historical you did not know that is missing in your life.
(Teen Vogue) The overwhelming power of the story. (School Library Journal) A joyous antics of history. (ALA Booklist) A young bisexual British lord embarks on an unforgettable Grand Tour of Europe with his best friend/secret crush. An 18th-century romantic adventure for the modern age has written this monstrous thing by author Mackenzi Lee - The Simon vs. Homo Sapiens
agenda meets the 1700s. Henry Monty Montague doesn't care that his roguish passions are far from appropriate for a gentleman he was born to be. But as Monty embarks on his spectacular tour of Europe, his quest for pleasure and vices are in danger of coming to an end. Not only does his father expect him to take over the family property upon his return, but Monty is also
nursing an impossible crush on his best friend and traveling companion, Percy. So Monty promises this year to escapade the last hedonist hurrah and flirt with Percy from Paris to Rome. But when one of Monty's reckless decisions turns their way abroad into a terrible hunt, he questions everything he knows, including his relationship with the boy he adores. Witty, dazzling, and
fascinating at every turn, Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue is an irresistible that explores the undeniably fine lines between and love. Don't miss Felicity's adventures in The Lady's Guide to Petals and Piracy, a highly anticipated sequel! 4.6/5 Stars ⭐ ️ ⭐ ️ ⭐ ️ ⭐ ️ ⭐ ️ We're not broken things, neither of us. We cracked ceramics rectified with varnish and flakes of gold, all like us,
complete to each other. Complete and worthy and so much loved. I underestimated this book immensely. I thought it would be a light-hearted, fluffy, cute, funny and romantic gay love story set in the 18th century. It was deep, it was heartbreaking, it was deep, it was adventurous, it was emotional, w 4.6/5 Stars ⭐ ️ ⭐ ️ ⭐ ️ ⭐ ️ ⭐ ️ We're not broken things, neither of us. We cracked ceramics
rectified with varnish and flakes of gold, all like us, complete to each other. Complete and worthy and so much loved. I underestimated this book immensely. I thought it would be a light-hearted, fluffy, cute, funny and romantic gay love story set in the 18th century. It was deep, it was heartbreaking, it was deep, it was adventurous, it was emotional, it was so many things I never
thought it was going to be. It contained strong, weak, flawed, clever and real characters who made mistakes that came back and corrected them. In addition, it touched on difficult topics such as homophobia, sexism, racism, domestic violence, which were particularly significant at the time. Henry Monty Montague was born and beeched as a gentleman, but he was never one to be
tamed. The best boarding schools in England and the constant disapproval of his father were unable to curb any of his roguish passions–not for gambling halls, late nights spent with a bottle of spirits, or waking up in the arms of women or men. But as Monty embarks on his Grand Tour of Europe, his quest for a life full of joy and vice is in danger of coming to an end. Not only does
his father expect him to take over the family estate upon his return, but Monty is also nursing an impossible crush on his best friend and traveling companion, Percy.Still not in Monty's nature to give up. Even with his younger sister Felicity, in towables, he promises to escape the final hedonist hurrah this year and flirt with Percy from Paris to Rome. But when one of Monty's
reckless decisions turns their way abroad into a gruesome hunt that stretches across Europe, he questions everything he knows, including his relationship with the boy he adores. I read this book in 3 sessions that doesn't happen too often for me. The pace of this book was so fast that there was always something going on to keep me from coincidences, I couldn't let it go. I love
books at a fast pace that don't let me get bored with them and leave them for another time. This was one of them. The author also when creating the protagonist feel real. Monty, a rich privileged rake, whore-all-and-all-that-walks-on-this-earth bugger, a weak selfish and dramatic whore who makes the worst and also the best decisions at the same time. Monty, a man in love with
his best friend, Percy, not so little wounded puppy that needs love, Monty's man who shakes the earth to save his beloved Percy. I loved and hated this character at times with my whole being. I wanted to protect him and also slap him in the face for making bad decisions and saying bad shit all the time. I love characters like that. Raw characters who think nasty thoughts and do
selfish things like we humans do. Thank you, author, for this character. We got Felicity, too. My personal role model, a warrior of his time, a wise who you with one look. Abso-fucking-lutely adored her. She is a girl too clever, too mature and too independent of her time and age, who tries to overthrow the stereotypes surrounding women of the time and become a doctor. I'm so glad
the next book will be about her, I can't wait to read her adventures. I also appreciated how the Greek girl, Santorini remembers the end and I'm so glad it stays there! It makes me really happy when they make Greek mentions in books, TV and movies, it makes my Greek heart die a little bit. Last but not least, the ship I delivered in this book from the first sentence, Monty and
Percy. MY LITTLE SENDER'S HEART IS DYING FOR THEM. I wanted to kill them for making such unfortunate decisions and stepping apart! HOW WOULD YOU BOTH FALL IN LOVE WITH EACH OTHER, SAY IT, OR I'LL SAY IT FOR YOU!!! This boat was a crazy train from start to finish and I was so glad we got to experience their relationship. Ok, if I continue this review I'll
literally go through 16912 characters left as of now, so I'll leave it here. This book was spectacular and I'll definitely order another one in the series! AND UNTIL THE NEXT TO BYE! ... Read more Page 2 Kirkus Prize nominee and Stonewall Honor winner with 5 played reviews! New York Times bestseller! Named one of the best books of 2017 NPR and the New York Public
Library! Queer teen historical you did not know that is missing in your life. -Teen Vogue stunning powerhouse story. -School Library Journal joyous romp through history. The ALA Booklist young bisexual British lord embarks on an unforgettable Grand Tour of Europe with his best friend/secret crush. An 18th-century romantic adventure for the modern age wrote this monstrous
thing author Mackenzi Lee-Simon vs. Homo Sapiens agenda meets the 1700s. Henry Monty Montague doesn't care that his roguish passions are far from suitable for a gentleman he was born to be. But as Monty embarks on his grand tour of Europe, Quests for pleasure and vice are in danger of coming to an end. Not only does his father expect him to take over the family
property upon his return, but Monty is also nursing an impossible crush on his best friend and traveling companion, Percy. So Monty promises this year to escapade the last hedonist hurrah and flirt with Percy from Paris to Rome. But when one of Monty's reckless decisions turns their way abroad into a terrible hunt, he questions everything he knows, including his relationship with
the boy he adores. Witty, dazzling, and fascinating at every turn, Gentleman's Guide to Vice and Virtue is an irresistible that explores the undeniably fine lines between friendship and love. Don't miss Felicity's adventures in The Lady's Guide to Petals and Piracy, a highly anticipated sequel!  Under my watch, says Lockwood, there will be no gambling, limited tobacco, and
absolutely no cigars. Well, this isn't going well. No visits to any dens of iniquity, continues, or sordid devices of any kind. No caterwauling, no inappropriate relationships with the opposite sex. No fornication. No leniency, or excessive sleeping late. It begins to feel as if it has flowed through seven deadly sins, in ascending order of my favorites.18 век (но от исторического романа
тут ничего нет, даде стилистики. Вангут, что автор выбрала это столетие только из-за пиратов, за что я соверченно не могу ее винить). Генри Монти Монтагю - типичный отпрыск богатых титулованных особ с синдромом недостатка внимания: он пьет по-черному, проматывает деньги, спит со... со...
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